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New Phosgene-Free Route to Polycarbonates
Abstract
A process to produce 100 million pounds per year of diphenyl carbonate (DPC) based on the phosgene-free
oxidative carbonylation of phenol in US Patent 8,212,066 has been designed. In this reaction, phenol reacts
directly with carbon monoxide in the presence of a palladium catalyst, an organic co-catalyst or ligand, a redox
catalyst, and a base catalyst. The proposed design features a single-reactor system followed by a separation
train that includes a vacuum distillation tower, and it produces only water and carbon monoxide as
byproducts. Detailed process and unit descriptions, an in- depth economic analysis, and environmental
concerns and other considerations are also included. The net present value of this project was determined to
be $51,560,200 with a return on investment of 37.69% and an internal rate of return of 36.1%.
Disciplines
Biochemical and Biomolecular Engineering | Chemical Engineering | Engineering
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                              RUN CONTROL SECTION                               
 
 RUN CONTROL INFORMATION                  
 ----------------------- 
 
 THIS COPY OF ASPEN PLUS LICENSED TO UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVAN         
 
 TYPE OF RUN: NEW  
 
 INPUT FILE NAME: _4854wft.inm 
 
 OUTPUT PROBLEM DATA FILE NAME: _4854wft  
 LOCATED IN:                     
 
 
 PDF SIZE USED FOR INPUT TRANSLATION: 
   NUMBER OF FILE RECORDS (PSIZE) =     0 
   NUMBER OF IN-CORE RECORDS      =   256 
 PSIZE NEEDED FOR SIMULATION    =   256 
 
 CALLING PROGRAM NAME:          apmain   
 LOCATED IN:                    
C:\PROGRA~2\ASPENT~1\ASPENP~2.3\Engine\xeq 
 
 SIMULATION REQUESTED FOR ENTIRE FLOWSHEET 
 
 DESCRIPTION                              
 ----------- 
 
        General Simulation with English Units : F, psi, lb/hr, 
lbmol/hr,     
        Btu/hr, cuft/hr. Property Method: None Flow basis for input: 
Mole    
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                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                
 
 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY STREAMS        
 --------------------------------- 
 
   STREAM     SOURCE     DEST           STREAM     SOURCE     DEST 
   FEED       ----       R1             S1         R1         F1       
   S2         F1         C1             S5         F1         V1       
   S3         C1         S1             S10        F2         COM1     
   S7         F2         S2             S6         V1         F2       
   CATPURGE   S2         ----           S8         S2         P1       
   COPURGE    S1         ----           S4         S1         R1       
   H2O        D2         ----           S16        D2         P3       
   S12        D1         C2             S19        D1         P4       
   S13        C2         F3             S17        P3         C4       
   S9         P1         R1             F3TOPS     F3         ----     
   S14        F3         P2             S15        P2         D2       
   S11        COM1       D1             S20        P4         C3       
   FINALDPC   C3         ----           S18        C4         R1       
 
 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS         
 -------------------------------- 
 
   BLOCK        INLETS                         OUTLETS 
   R1           FEED S4 S9 S18                 S1                           
   F1           S1                             S2 S5                        
   C1           S2                             S3                           
   F2           S6                             S10 S7                       
   V1           S5                             S6                           
   S2           S7                             CATPURGE S8                  
   S1           S3                             COPURGE S4                   
   D2           S15                            H2O S16                      
   D1           S11                            S12 S19                      
   C2           S12                            S13                          
   P3           S16                            S17                          
   P1           S8                             S9                           
   F3           S13                            F3TOPS S14                   
   P2           S14                            S15                          
   COM1         S10                            S11                          
   P4           S19                            S20                          
   C3           S20                            FINALDPC                     
   C4           S17                            S18                          
 
 CONVERGENCE STATUS SUMMARY               
 -------------------------- 
 
   TEAR STREAM SUMMARY 










   STREAM    MAXIMUM                   MAXIMUM     VARIABLE             
CONV 
   ID        ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     ID             STAT  
BLOCK 
   ------    -------      ---------    --------    --------       ----  
----- 
   S1        0.66374E-05  0.71505E-05  0.92824     CO MOLEFLOW      #   
$OLVER01                                                                        
 
   #  = CONVERGED 
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                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER01             
 ---------------------------- 
     Tear Stream  :  S1 
     Tolerance used:  0.100D-03  
     Trace molefrac:  0.100D-05  
  
     MAXIT=   30 WAIT   1 ITERATIONS BEFORE ACCELERATING 
     QMAX =   0.0     QMIN =  -5.0     
     METHOD: WEGSTEIN      STATUS: CONVERGED WITH WARNINGS  
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    14 
 
     
**********************************************************************
* 
     *                                                                     
* 
     *     STREAMS CROSSING THE CONVERGENCE LOOP NOT IN MASS BALANCE       
* 
     *                                                                     
* 





                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
VAR#  TEAR STREAM VAR  STREAM   SUBSTREA COMPONEN ATTRIBUT ELEMENT      
UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --
--------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  TOTAL MOLEFLOW   S1       MIXED                               
LBMOL/HR     1869.3650      1869.3064         0.3136       
   2  MOLE-FLOW        S1       MIXED    PHENOL                     
LBMOL/HR     1179.4462      1179.4417      3.7497-02       
   3  MOLE-FLOW        S1       MIXED    WATER                      
LBMOL/HR       61.8768        61.8753         0.2358       
   4  MOLE-FLOW        S1       MIXED    DPC                        
LBMOL/HR       60.1147        60.1146      9.3750-03       
   5  MOLE-FLOW        S1       MIXED    CO                         
LBMOL/HR      567.5629       567.5103         0.9282       
   6  MOLE-FLOW        S1       MIXED    O2                         
LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
   7  MOLE-FLOW        S1       MIXED    PALLA-01                   
LBMOL/HR        0.3645         0.3645     -6.7216-05       
   8  PRESSURE         S1       MIXED                               








   9  MASS ENTHALPY    S1       MIXED                               
BTU/LB       -845.3608      -845.3484        -0.1471       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     TEAR STREAMS AND TEAR VARIABLES:  
 
     ITERATION   MAX-ERR/TOL   STREAM ID      VARIABLE         
SUBSTREA COMPONEN ATTRIBUT ELEMENT 
     ---------   -----------   ---------      ---------------- -------
- -------- -------- ------- 
          1       319.3        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
WATER                      
          2       105.8        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
CO                         
          3       69.34        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
CO                         
          4      -71.67        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
WATER                      
          5       32.21        S1             MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED            
          6      -25.86        S1             MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED            
          7       13.23        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
CO                         
          8       8.951        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
CO                         
          9       6.090        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
CO                         
         10      -6.622        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
WATER                      
         11       6.173        S1             MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED            
         12      -3.141        S1             MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED            
         13       1.346        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
CO                         
         14      0.9282        S1             MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    
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                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                
 
 COMPUTATIONAL SEQUENCE                   
 ---------------------- 
 
 SEQUENCE USED WAS: 
    *$OLVER01 F1 C1 S1 V1 F2 COM1 D1 C2 F3 P2 D2 P3 C4 S2 P1 R1             
    (RETURN *$OLVER01)                                                      
    P4 C3                                                                   
 
 OVERALL FLOWSHEET BALANCE                
 ------------------------- 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   
RELATIVE DIFF. 
   CONVENTIONAL COMPONENTS   
           (LBMOL/HR) 
      PHENOL              122.220       3.16554      -119.050      
0.361809E-04 
      WATER               0.00000       59.5234       59.5248      
0.245072E-04 
      DPC                 0.00000       59.5248       59.5248      
0.946443E-06 
      CO                  105.128       45.5505      -59.5248      
0.501093E-03 
      O2                  29.7624       0.00000      -29.7624       
0.00000     
      PALLA-01           0.364512E-02  0.364512E-02   0.00000      
0.118186E-06 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         257.114       167.768      -89.2872      
0.227977E-03 
   MASS(LB/HR   )         15400.1       15397.6                    
0.166300E-03 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.124749E+08 -0.201924E+08                
0.382198     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
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                          PHYSICAL PROPERTIES SECTION                           
 
 COMPONENTS                               
 ---------- 
 
  ID       TYPE  ALIAS          NAME 
   PHENOL   C     C6H6O          PHENOL                           
   WATER    C     H2O            WATER                            
   DPC      C     MISSING        MISSING                          
   CO       C     CO             CARBON-MONOXIDE                  
   O2       C     O2             OXYGEN                           
   PALLA-01 C     PDCL2          PALLADIUM-CHLORIDE               
 
  LISTID         SUPERCRITICAL COMPONENT LIST 
   CO             CO   
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                               
 
 BLOCK:  C1       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S2       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S3       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
   DIRTY WATER OPTION SET: SYSOP12   ASME STEAM TABLE                           
   SOLUBLE WATER OPTION:  THE MAIN PROPERTY OPTION SET (NRTL    ). 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            552.703         552.703         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            15522.8         15522.8         
0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.260045E+08   -0.264304E+08    
0.161153E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   DIRTY WATER CONSIDERED 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        
77.0000      
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   PSIA                    
145.038       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 





                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    77.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 145.04     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -
0.42593E+06 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.99640     
   OUTLET: 1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                            1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  C1       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     
K2(I) 
      PHENOL        0.176E-02 0.481     0.481     0.292E-04 0.607E-04 
0.607E-04 
      WATER         0.416E-02 0.494     0.494     0.239E-02 0.483E-02 
0.483E-02 
      DPC           0.347E-08 0.962E-06 0.962E-06 0.767E-15 0.797E-09 
0.797E-09 
      CO            0.994     0.257E-01 0.257E-01 0.998      38.8      
38.8     
 
 BLOCK:  C2       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S12      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S13      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1253.05         1253.05         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            112200.         112200.        
0.259392E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.520288E+08   -0.859975E+08    
0.394997     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        
77.0000      
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   PSIA                      
0.48342     
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 BLOCK:  C2       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    77.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                0.48342     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -
0.33969E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.15735E-
01 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           
K(I)       
      PHENOL           0.93803        0.95276        0.16474E-01    
0.17291E-01 
      WATER            0.47545E-01    0.47146E-01    0.72502E-01     
1.5378     
      CO               0.14428E-01    0.94845E-04    0.91102         
9605.4     
 
 BLOCK:  C3       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S20      
   OUTLET STREAM:         FINALDPC 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            62.1850         62.1850         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            13000.4         13000.4         
0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.107889E+08   -0.118796E+08    
0.918160E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            









                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       
212.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       
5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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 BLOCK:  C3       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    212.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 14.500     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -
0.10907E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     





   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           
K(I)       
      PHENOL           0.42875E-01    0.42875E-01    0.27496        
0.40059E-02 
      DPC              0.95712        0.95712        0.72504        
0.47318E-03 
 
 BLOCK:  C4       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S17      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S18      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1175.12         1175.12         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            110581.         110581.         
0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.606308E+08   -0.718916E+08    
0.156635     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 








   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       
194.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   PSIA                    
145.038       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                               
 
 BLOCK:  C4       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    194.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 145.04     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -
0.11261E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           
K(I)       
      PHENOL           0.99986        0.99986        0.99474        
0.34044E-02 
      WATER            0.14347E-03    0.14347E-03    0.52593E-02    
0.12544     
      CO               0.27428E-13    0.27428E-13    0.49127E-09     
61.292     
 
 BLOCK:  COM1     MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S10      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S11      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1315.24         1315.24         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            125200.         125200.        
0.232458E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.596879E+08   -0.533506E+08   -
0.106173     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
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 BLOCK:  COM1     MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                    1.45038     
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.72000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                2,490.64        
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                2,490.64        
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  HP                2,490.64        
    POWER LOSSES                       HP                    0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                1,793.26        
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  F                              387.907       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  F                              350.589       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.72000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       FT-LBF/LB                     28,359.8         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.06618     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUFT/HR                     
0.688670+08 
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUFT/HR             8,248,200.          
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            1.00000     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            1.00000     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.06247     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.06247     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.08501     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.08501     
 
 BLOCK:  D1       MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S11      STAGE   5 
    OUTLETS  - S12      STAGE   1 
               S19      STAGE  14 
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                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1315.24         1315.24         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            125200.         125200.       -
0.929831E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.533506E+08   -0.628197E+08    
0.150733     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        14 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      NONIDEAL     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          
0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       
0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                    0.48342     
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S12          S19      
    COMPONENT: 
    PHENOL      .99774       .22632E-02 
    WATER       1.0000       0.0000     
    DPC         0.0000       1.0000     
    CO          1.0000       0.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       190.950       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       401.393       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                816.051       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 62.1850      
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR              1,253.05        
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                400.010       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       0.65125     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       6.43259     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR                   -
0.204173+08 
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    
0.109483+08 
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.53010E-04  STAGE= 11 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.26017E-03  STAGE= 10 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.12324E-04  STAGE=  9 COMP=DPC      
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE 
FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   190.95       0.48342       -61391.      -41522.      -.20417+08 
   2   218.32       0.96684       -60088.      -39490.                 
   3   218.91       0.98024       -60070.      -39421.                 
   4   231.11       0.99324       -75394.      -39088.                 
   5   233.07        1.0045       -75184.      -37088.                 
  10   302.65        1.0077      -0.11434E+06  -37450.                 
  11   373.26        1.0085      -0.14608E+06  -75191.                 
  12   393.28        1.0097      -0.16153E+06 -0.11432E+06             
  13   399.08        1.0110      -0.16930E+06 -0.13249E+06             
  14   401.39        1.0124      -0.17353E+06 -0.14127E+06   .10948+08 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT 
RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 
LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    
VAPOR 
   1  816.1      1253.                                               
1253.0544 
   2  860.6      2069.                                                         
   3  827.7      2114.                                                         
   4  507.3      2081.                1315.2394                                
   5  509.6      445.1                                                         
  10  435.8      406.6                                                         
  11  460.6      373.7                                                         
  12  464.9      398.4                                                         
  13  462.2      402.7                                                         
  14  62.19      400.0                                       62.1850           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT 
RATE 








       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    
VAPOR 
   1 0.7672E+05 0.1122E+06                                           
.11220+06 
   2 0.8093E+05 0.1889E+06                                                     
   3 0.7785E+05 0.1931E+06                                                     
   4 0.5487E+05 0.1900E+06            .12520+06                                
   5 0.5511E+05 0.4187E+05                                                     
  10 0.6406E+05 0.3933E+05                                                     
  11 0.8342E+05 0.5106E+05                                                     
  12 0.9165E+05 0.7042E+05                                                     
  13 0.9470E+05 0.7865E+05                                                     
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         DPC           CO       
      1    0.99865       0.13503E-02   0.95883E-13   0.79571E-06 
      2    0.99906       0.93984E-03   0.29225E-08   0.85096E-06 
      3    0.99899       0.91713E-03   0.91070E-04   0.84194E-06 
      4    0.88204       0.60307E-03   0.11736       0.52068E-06 
      5    0.88315       0.13930E-04   0.11684       0.35716E-10 
     10    0.55975       0.16415E-13   0.44025       0.29839E-31 
     11    0.27566       0.17250E-16   0.72434       0.10459E-35 
     12    0.14217       0.97597E-20   0.85783       0.35100E-40 
     13    0.77520E-01   0.41539E-23   0.92248       0.11624E-44 
     14    0.42875E-01   0.15168E-26   0.95712       0.38300E-49 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         DPC           CO       
      1    0.93803       0.47545E-01   0.91246E-18   0.14428E-01 
      2    0.96194       0.29326E-01   0.37817E-13   0.87379E-02 
      3    0.96288       0.28569E-01   0.11899E-08   0.85537E-02 
      4    0.96228       0.28997E-01   0.36226E-04   0.86890E-02 
      5    0.99927       0.68732E-03   0.37625E-04   0.59342E-06 
     10    0.97836       0.40148E-11   0.21635E-01   0.83971E-27 
     11    0.64577       0.19147E-13   0.35423       0.34805E-31 
     12    0.31199       0.19942E-16   0.68801       0.12091E-35 
     13    0.15750       0.11267E-19   0.84250       0.40520E-40 
     14    0.82905E-01   0.47994E-23   0.91709       0.13431E-44 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         DPC           CO       
      1    0.93930        35.210       0.95164E-05    18132.     
      2    0.96284        31.204       0.12940E-04    10268.     
      3    0.96385        31.151       0.13066E-04    10159.     
      4     1.0910        48.083       0.30868E-03    16688.     
      5     1.1315        49.342       0.32203E-03    16615.     
     10     1.7483        244.53       0.49128E-01    28138.     
     11     2.3425        1109.9       0.48901        33284.     
     12     2.1944        2043.2       0.80204        34447.     
     13     2.0316        2712.3       0.91329        34859.     
     14     1.9335        3164.0       0.95818        35068.     
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         DPC           CO       
      1    0.99974       0.25877E-03   0.21848E-12   0.23708E-06 
      2    0.99982       0.18004E-03   0.66568E-08   0.25346E-06 
      3    0.99962       0.17567E-03   0.20741E-03   0.25074E-06 








      5    0.76857       0.23205E-05   0.23143       0.92508E-11 
     10    0.35840       0.20119E-14   0.64160       0.56863E-32 
     11    0.14325       0.17159E-17   0.85675       0.16176E-36 
     12    0.67871E-01   0.89189E-21   0.93213       0.49872E-41 
     13    0.35606E-01   0.36522E-24   0.96439       0.15890E-45 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         DPC           CO       
      1    0.98592       0.95659E-02   0.21829E-17   0.45134E-02 
      2    0.99153       0.57864E-02   0.88722E-13   0.26806E-02 
      3    0.99175       0.56327E-02   0.27896E-08   0.26221E-02 
      4    0.99153       0.57195E-02   0.84961E-04   0.26647E-02 
      5    0.99978       0.13164E-03   0.85682E-04   0.17671E-06 
     10    0.95208       0.74788E-12   0.47921E-01   0.24320E-27 
     11    0.44473       0.25241E-14   0.55527       0.71340E-32 
     12    0.16613       0.20327E-17   0.83387       0.19162E-36 
     13    0.75900E-01   0.10393E-20   0.92410       0.58116E-41 





                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         190.95            218.32     
    2         218.32            218.91     
    3         218.91            231.11     
    4         231.11            351.04     








   10         302.65            373.26     
   11         373.26            393.28     
   12         393.28            399.08     
   13         399.08            401.39     
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             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR 
WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  
VAPOR TO 
    1   76717.     0.18892E+06  1200.0     0.15571E+08  94.010      
91.304     
    2   80934.     0.19313E+06  1283.7     0.15702E+08  94.041      
91.374     
    3   77848.     0.19005E+06  1235.1     0.15530E+08  94.054      
91.336     
    4   54871.     0.16707E+06  877.63     0.15419E+08  108.16      
94.907     
    5   55106.      42106.      882.36     0.33092E+07  108.14      
94.116     
   10   64063.      51063.      1019.8     0.33118E+07  146.99      
136.66     
   11   83421.      70421.      1295.4     0.36121E+07  181.10      
176.74     
   12   91648.      78647.      1391.3     0.36708E+07  197.14      
195.29     
   13   94704.      81703.      1417.9     0.36511E+07  204.90      
204.25     
   14   13000.      0.0000      193.09      0.0000      209.06     
 
 
               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE 
TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID 
FROM 
    1   63.930      0.12133E-01   1.2444      0.92049E-02    33.790     
    2   63.048      0.12300E-01  0.86126      0.92095E-02    32.120     
    3   63.028      0.12238E-01  0.85479      0.93792E-02    32.083     
    4   62.521      0.10835E-01  0.85811      0.10912E-01    31.199     
    5   62.453      0.12724E-01  0.83799      0.92611E-02    31.071     
   10   62.820      0.15418E-01  0.64167      0.99852E-02    27.000     
   11   64.398      0.19496E-01  0.57423      0.93296E-02    23.560     
   12   65.874      0.21425E-01  0.63067      0.90334E-02    22.764     
   13   66.791      0.22378E-01  0.68034      0.88949E-02    22.584     










       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-
FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-
CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.55944E-02      0.21453E+06      0.17151E+07 
    2   -1.6697          0.58531E-02      0.21934E+06      0.17415E+07 
    3   -.36754E-01      0.57078E-02      0.21642E+06      0.17180E+07 
    4   -.88448          0.43236E-02      0.20301E+06      0.16050E+07 
    5   -.12835          0.18681E-01       47239.          0.37328E+06 
   10   -3.7680          0.19655E-01       51891.          0.41123E+06 
   11   -3.4408          0.20611E-01       62858.          0.50435E+06 
   12   -.79569          0.21016E-01       66212.          0.53731E+06 
   13   -.17989          0.21217E-01       66841.          0.54617E+06 
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                    ***************************************  
                    ***** PACKING SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                    ***************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          13 
    CAPACITY CALCULATION METHOD                               SULZER   
    PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION METHOD                          SULZER   
    LIQUID HOLDUP CALCULATION METHOD                          STICHL   
    PRESSURE PROFILE UPDATED                                  YES  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    OVERDESIGN FACTOR                                         1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FRAC. APP. TO MAXIMUM CAPACITY                            0.62000     
    MAXIMUM CAPACITY FACTOR         FT/SEC                    MISSING     
    DESIGN CAPACITY FACTOR          FT/SEC                    MISSING     
    PRESSURE DROP FOR THE SECTION   PSI                       MISSING     
    PRESSURE DROP PER UNIT HEIGHT   IN-WATER/FT               MISSING     
 
    PACKING SPECIFICATIONS         
    ----------------------         
    PACKING TYPE                                              MELLAPAK         
    PACKING MATERIAL                                          STANDARD 
    PACKING SIZE                                              125X     
    VENDOR                                                    SULZER   
    PACKING FACTOR                  1/FT                      MISSING     
    PACKING SURFACE AREA            SQFT/CUF                 35.3572      
    PACKING VOID FRACTION                                     0.98800     
    FIRST STICHLMAIR CONSTANT                                 1.00000     
    SECOND STICHLMAIR CONSTANT                                1.00000     
    THIRD STICHLMAIR CONSTANT                                 0.32000     
    HETP                            FT                        1.41667     
    PACKING HEIGHT                  FT                       17.0000      











                          ***** SIZING RESULTS ***** 
 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       11.6652      
    MAXIMUM FRACTIONAL CAPACITY                               0.62000     
    MAXIMUM CAPACITY FACTOR         FT/SEC                    0.57009     
    PRESSURE DROP FOR THE SECTION   PSI                       0.045537    
    AVERAGE PRESSURE DROP/HEIGHT    IN-WATER/FT               0.074144    
    MAXIMUM LIQUID HOLDUP/STAGE     CUFT                      2.42444     
    MAX LIQ SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY    FT/SEC                    
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             **** RATING PROFILES AT MAXIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER **** 
 
        HEIGHT 
        FROM TOP    FRACTIONAL  PRESSURE    PRESSURE      LIQUID 
 STAGE  OF SECTION  CAPACITY    DROP        DROP/HEIGHT   HOLDUP      
HETP 
        FT                      PSI         IN-WATER/FT   CUFT        
FT       
   2    0.000       0.6200     0.13405E-01 0.26191        2.424       
1.417     
   3    1.417       0.6092     0.12995E-01 0.25390        2.396       
1.417     
   4    2.833       0.5483     0.11223E-01 0.21928        2.224       
1.417     
   5    4.250       0.1725     0.65709E-03 0.12839E-01    2.163       
1.417     
   6    5.667       0.1725     0.65684E-03 0.12834E-01    2.163       
1.417     
   7    7.083       0.1725     0.65643E-03 0.12826E-01    2.163       
1.417     
   8    8.500       0.1719     0.65301E-03 0.12759E-01    2.161       
1.417     
   9    9.917       0.1661     0.61926E-03 0.12100E-01    2.133       
1.417     
  10    11.33       0.1952     0.79478E-03 0.15529E-01    2.083       
1.417     
  11    12.75       0.2371     0.11762E-02 0.22981E-01    2.125       
1.417     
  12    14.17       0.2511     0.13293E-02 0.25972E-01    2.201       
1.417     
  13    15.58       0.2541     0.13718E-02 0.26803E-01    2.246       
1.417     
 
        LIQUID 
        SUPERFICIAL 
 STAGE  VELOCITY 
        FT/SEC   
   2   0.3336E-02 
   3   0.3210E-02 
   4   0.2281E-02 
   5   0.2293E-02 
   6   0.2294E-02 
   7   0.2293E-02 








   9   0.2180E-02 
  10   0.2651E-02 
  11   0.3367E-02 
  12   0.3616E-02 
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          13 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               B960     
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 FLEXI        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                   2 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       15.3586      
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.10000     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.019247    
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                       10.5521      
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        2.40325     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                       11.1598      
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         










                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       15.359        185.27       148.21        18.527     
          3       15.239        182.39       145.91        18.239     
          4       14.625        168.00       134.40        16.800     
          5       7.2498        41.280       33.024        4.1280     
          6       7.2492        41.273       33.019        4.1273     
          7       7.2481        41.260       33.008        4.1260     
          8       7.2361        41.124       32.900        4.1124     
          9       7.1120        39.726       31.781        3.9726     
         10       7.6393        45.835       36.668        4.5835     
         11       8.4829        56.518       45.214        5.6518     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         13       8.7834        60.592       48.474        6.0592     
 
 BLOCK:  D2       MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S15      STAGE   8 
    OUTLETS  - H2O      STAGE   1 
               S16      STAGE  11 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1233.34         1233.34         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            111641.         111641.       -
0.378004E-14 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.849722E+08   -0.666752E+08   -
0.215329     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        11 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          
0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       
0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.02445     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       0.83150     
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   14.5038      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  H2O          S16      
    COMPONENT: 








    WATER       .99710       .28993E-02 
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   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       211.448       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       379.656       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                 59.6414      
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR              1,175.12        
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                 58.2178      
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                977.108       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.02445     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       0.83150     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -1,059,790.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    
0.193568+08 
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.26594E-03  STAGE=  6 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.31500E-03  STAGE=  6 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.10636E-05  STAGE=  6 COMP=CO       
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.53425E-04  STAGE=  7 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE 
FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   211.45        14.504      -0.12006E+06 -0.10263E+06  -.10598+07 
   2   223.82        18.371      -0.11948E+06 -0.10246E+06             
   6   249.72        19.029       -81414.      -98088.                 
   7   305.84        19.193       -62206.      -83076.                 
   8   324.58        19.357       -58828.      -74431.                 
   9   366.79        19.522       -53047.      -44155.                 
  10   377.68        19.686       -51841.      -33781.                 
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT 
RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 
LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    
VAPOR 
   1  59.64      58.22                                                 
58.2177 
   2  60.38      117.9                                                         
   6  47.17      115.7                                                         
   7  47.59      105.4                                                         
   8  1920.      105.8      1233.3381                                          
   9  2095.      744.7                                                         
  10  2152.      919.8                                                         
  11  1175.      977.1                                     1175.1204           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT 
RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    
VAPOR 
   1  1101.      1059.                                               
1059.2490 
   2  1139.      2160.                                                         
   6  3096.      2675.                                                         
   7  4102.      4155.                                                         
   8 0.1711E+06  5162.      .11164+06                                          
   9 0.1955E+06 0.6055E+05                                                     
  10 0.2023E+06 0.8491E+05                                                     
  11 0.1106E+06 0.9176E+05                                 .11058+06           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         CO       
      1    0.58375E-02   0.99416       0.11872E-05 
      2    0.11232E-01   0.98877       0.73569E-06 
      6    0.62578       0.37422       0.16030E-05 
      7    0.89617       0.10383       0.15098E-05 
      8    0.93465       0.65349E-01   0.14341E-05 
      9    0.98955       0.10454E-01   0.42728E-08 
     10    0.99871       0.12903E-02   0.11000E-10 
     11    0.99986       0.14347E-03   0.27428E-13 
 








   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         CO       
      1    0.20925E-02   0.99590       0.20093E-02 
      2    0.39876E-02   0.99502       0.99311E-03 
      6    0.66908E-01   0.93208       0.10114E-02 
      7    0.28123       0.71766       0.11107E-02 
      8    0.40421       0.59468       0.11063E-02 
      9    0.83175       0.16825       0.36973E-05 
     10    0.97637       0.23627E-01   0.97316E-08 
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         CO       
      1    0.35846        1.0017        1692.4     
      2    0.35499        1.0063        1349.8     
      6    0.10694        2.4915        629.76     
      7    0.31384        6.9108        734.90     
      8    0.43247        9.0997        771.23     
      9    0.84054        16.093        865.24     
     10    0.97763        18.311        884.66     
     11    0.99747        18.608        882.20     
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         CO       
      1    0.29762E-01   0.97024       0.18015E-05 
      2    0.56020E-01   0.94398       0.10921E-05 
      6    0.89729       0.10271       0.68407E-06 
      7    0.97830       0.21697E-01   0.49053E-06 
      8    0.98679       0.13207E-01   0.45065E-06 
      9    0.99798       0.20183E-02   0.12825E-08 
     10    0.99975       0.24725E-03   0.32774E-11 
     11    0.99997       0.27466E-04   0.81643E-14 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     PHENOL        WATER         CO       
      1    0.10824E-01   0.98608       0.30933E-02 
      2    0.20476E-01   0.97801       0.15177E-02 
      6    0.27239       0.72638       0.12254E-02 
      7    0.67129       0.32792       0.78910E-03 
      8    0.77976       0.21960       0.63517E-03 
      9    0.96272       0.37277E-01   0.12737E-05 
     10    0.99539       0.46108E-02   0.29528E-08 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         211.45            223.82     
    2         223.82            224.57     
    6         249.72            305.84     
    7         305.84            324.58     
    8         324.58            366.79     
    9         366.79            377.68     
   10         377.68            379.66     
   11         379.66            379.66     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR 
WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  
VAPOR TO 
    1   1101.0      2160.2      19.093      47056.      18.460      
18.329     
    2   1139.3      2198.6      19.821      46981.      18.870      








    6   3095.7      4155.0      48.125      45106.      65.636      
39.427     
    7   4102.5      5161.7      67.443      46001.      86.212      
48.786     
    8  0.17113E+06  60549.      2857.0     0.33832E+06  89.140      
81.310     
    9  0.19549E+06  84913.      3370.9     0.41986E+06  93.317      
92.315     
   10  0.20234E+06  91760.      3517.2     0.44336E+06  94.015      
93.910     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE 
TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID 
FROM 
    1   57.662      0.45907E-01  0.28243      0.12837E-01    58.157     
    2   57.480      0.46797E-01  0.26395      0.12852E-01    56.692     
    6   64.326      0.92115E-01  0.41025      0.13534E-01    39.168     
    7   60.829      0.11221      0.29791      0.13226E-01    29.025     
    8   59.899      0.17897      0.25502      0.11752E-01    27.030     
    9   57.994      0.20224      0.17812      0.11279E-01    23.402     
   10   57.530      0.20696      0.16255      0.11220E-01    22.598     
   11   57.449                   0.15989                     22.462     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-
FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-
CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.14380E-01       1328.3           10082.     
    2   -1.4648          0.14786E-01       1341.1           10163.     
    6   -14.040          0.28194E-01       1708.1           13690.     
    7   -10.143          0.34136E-01       1977.5           15409.     
    8   -14.641          0.15449           18521.          0.14313E+06 
    9   -3.6281          0.13596           24837.          0.18882E+06 
   10   -.80423          0.13226           26641.          0.20170E+06 





                    ***************************************  
                    ***** PACKING SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                    ***************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          10 
    CAPACITY CALCULATION METHOD                               SULZER   








    LIQUID HOLDUP CALCULATION METHOD                          STICHL   
    PRESSURE PROFILE UPDATED                                  NO   
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    OVERDESIGN FACTOR                                         1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FRAC. APP. TO MAXIMUM CAPACITY                            0.62000     
    MAXIMUM CAPACITY FACTOR         FT/SEC                    MISSING     
    DESIGN CAPACITY FACTOR          FT/SEC                    MISSING     
    PRESSURE DROP FOR THE SECTION   PSI                       MISSING     
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    PACKING SPECIFICATIONS         
    ----------------------         
    PACKING TYPE                                              MELLAPAK         
    PACKING MATERIAL                                          STANDARD 
    PACKING SIZE                                              125X     
    VENDOR                                                    SULZER   
    PACKING FACTOR                  1/FT                      MISSING     
    PACKING SURFACE AREA            SQFT/CUF                 35.3572      
    PACKING VOID FRACTION                                     0.98800     
    FIRST STICHLMAIR CONSTANT                                 1.00000     
    SECOND STICHLMAIR CONSTANT                                1.00000     
    THIRD STICHLMAIR CONSTANT                                 0.32000     
    HETP                            FT                        1.16667     
    PACKING HEIGHT                  FT                       10.5000      




                          ***** SIZING RESULTS ***** 
 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        5.60337     
    MAXIMUM FRACTIONAL CAPACITY                               0.62000     
    MAXIMUM CAPACITY FACTOR         FT/SEC                    0.30009     
    PRESSURE DROP FOR THE SECTION   PSI                       0.010520    
    AVERAGE PRESSURE DROP/HEIGHT    IN-WATER/FT               0.027733    
    MAXIMUM LIQUID HOLDUP/STAGE     CUFT                      0.69519     
    MAX LIQ SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY    FT/SEC                    0.039619    
 
 
             **** RATING PROFILES AT MAXIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER **** 
 
        HEIGHT 
        FROM TOP    FRACTIONAL  PRESSURE    PRESSURE      LIQUID 
 STAGE  OF SECTION  CAPACITY    DROP        DROP/HEIGHT   HOLDUP      
HETP 
        FT                      PSI         IN-WATER/FT   CUFT        
FT       
   2    0.000       0.1868E-01 0.11739E-04 0.27852E-03   0.1230       
1.167     
   3    1.167       0.1884E-01 0.11812E-04 0.28024E-03   0.1264       
1.167     
   4    2.333       0.1924E-01 0.12058E-04 0.28607E-03   0.1336       
1.167     
   5    3.500       0.2104E-01 0.13420E-04 0.31841E-03   0.1636       








   6    4.667       0.2937E-01 0.18529E-04 0.43960E-03   0.2764       
1.167     
   7    5.833       0.3605E-01 0.23672E-04 0.56164E-03   0.2678       
1.167     
   8    7.000       0.4524     0.21430E-02 0.50843E-01   0.6952       
1.167     
   9    8.167       0.5818     0.37851E-02 0.89805E-01   0.6893       
1.167     
  10    9.333       0.6200     0.45010E-02 0.10679       0.6886       
1.167     
 
        LIQUID 
        SUPERFICIAL 
 STAGE  VELOCITY 
        FT/SEC   
   2   0.2233E-03 
   3   0.2295E-03 
   4   0.2427E-03 
   5   0.2944E-03 
   6   0.5421E-03 
   7   0.7597E-03 
   8   0.3218E-01 
   9   0.3797E-01 
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          10 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               B960     
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 FLEXI        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  10 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        6.79883     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.10000     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.26911     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        4.67113     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        1.06385     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        4.94011     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         










                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       1.1673        1.0703      0.85620       0.10703     
          3       1.1683        1.0721      0.85768       0.10721     
          4       1.1732        1.0810      0.86483       0.10810     
          5       1.2019        1.1345      0.90763       0.11345     
          6       1.3281        1.3853       1.1082       0.13853     
          7       1.4355        1.6184       1.2947       0.16184     
          8       5.6298        24.893       19.914        2.4893     
          9       6.5517        33.713       26.971        3.3713     
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 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S1       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   S2       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  S5       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
   DIRTY WATER OPTION SET: SYSOP12   ASME STEAM TABLE                           
   SOLUBLE WATER OPTION:  THE MAIN PROPERTY OPTION SET (NRTL    ). 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1869.31         1869.31         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            140954.         140954.       -
0.259743E-09 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.119155E+09   -0.119155E+09    
0.387115E-05 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   DIRTY WATER CONSIDERED 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 176.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                              145.038       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    176.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 145.04     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              -461.27     
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.29567     
   1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                                    1.0000     
 
   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 









      PHENOL        0.631     0.895     0.895     0.176E-02 0.197E-02 
0.197E-02 
      WATER         0.331E-01 0.453E-01 0.453E-01 0.416E-02 0.919E-01 
0.919E-01 
      DPC           0.322E-01 0.457E-01 0.457E-01 0.347E-08 0.760E-07 
0.760E-07 
      CO            0.304     0.137E-01 0.137E-01 0.994      72.4      
72.4     
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   INLET STREAM:          S6       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   S10      
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  S7       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
   DIRTY WATER OPTION SET: SYSOP12   ASME STEAM TABLE                           
   SOLUBLE WATER OPTION:  THE MAIN PROPERTY OPTION SET (NRTL    ). 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1316.60         1316.60       -
0.172697E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            125431.         125431.        
0.665802E-11 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.931508E+08   -0.597807E+08   -
0.358238     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   DIRTY WATER CONSIDERED 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 248.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                                0.14504     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    248.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                0.14504     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              
0.33370E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.99896     
   1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                                    1.0000     
 









      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     
K2(I) 
      PHENOL        0.895     0.296     0.296     0.896      3.03      
3.03     
      WATER         0.453E-01 0.774E-04 0.774E-04 0.453E-01  586.      
586.     
      DPC           0.457E-01 0.437     0.437     0.453E-01 0.104     
0.104     
      CO            0.137E-01 0.860E-07 0.860E-07 0.137E-01 0.160E+06 
0.160E+06 
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   INLET STREAM:          S13      
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   F3TOPS   
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  S14      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1253.05         1253.05        
0.181456E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            112200.         112200.       -
0.100125E-12 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.859975E+08   -0.859975E+08   -
0.173274E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                  77.0000      
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                                0.48342     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    77.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                0.48342     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                               0.0000     





   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           








      PHENOL           0.93803        0.95276        0.16474E-01    
0.17291E-01 
      WATER            0.47545E-01    0.47146E-01    0.72502E-01     
1.5378     
      CO               0.14428E-01    0.94845E-04    0.91102         
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 BLOCK:  P1       MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S8       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S9       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1.35047         1.35047         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            227.956         227.956         
0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       -91827.5        -91408.1       -
0.456724E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 203.053       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                           3.30239     
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  202.908       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         0.048733    
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                         0.16483     
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                         0.12291     
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.29566     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                   0.16483     
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              423.292       
 









   INLET STREAM:          S14      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S15      
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 BLOCK:  P2       MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1233.34         1233.34         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            111641.         111641.        
0.130346E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.849819E+08   -0.849722E+08   -
0.114088E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  20.3053      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                       1,645.28        
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   19.8219      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         2.37182     
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                         3.81043     
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                         2.84143     
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.62245     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                   3.81043     
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                               42.0653      
 
 BLOCK:  P3       MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S16      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S17      









                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
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 BLOCK:  P3       MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1175.12         1175.12         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            110581.         110581.         
0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.607005E+08   -0.606308E+08   -
0.114817E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 145.038       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                       1,924.88        
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  125.187       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                        17.5251      
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                        27.3910      
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                        20.4255      
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.63981     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                  27.3910      
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              313.794       
 
 BLOCK:  P4       MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S19      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S20      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 









    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            62.1850         62.1850         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            13000.4         13000.4         
0.00000     
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 BLOCK:  P4       MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  19.5000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               
0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                         193.091       
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   18.4876      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         0.25962     
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                         0.79530     
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                         0.59306     
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.32644     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                   0.79530     
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                               39.5410      
 
 BLOCK:  R1       MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         FEED        S4          S9          S18      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S1       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
   DIRTY WATER OPTION SET: SYSOP12   ASME STEAM TABLE                           
   SOLUBLE WATER OPTION:  THE MAIN PROPERTY OPTION SET (NRTL    ). 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   
RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         1958.65       1869.31      -89.2872      
0.299267E-04 









   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.109567E+09 -0.119155E+09                
0.804676E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
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 BLOCK:  R1       MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     PHENOL    -2.00    WATER      1.00    DPC        1.00    CO        
-1.00     
     O2       -0.500     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    1 
     REACTION #   1: 





   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   DIRTY WATER CONSIDERED 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 176.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                              145.038       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     
0.000100000 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    176.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 145.04     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -
0.95920E+07 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.29569     
   1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                                    1.0000     
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        LBMOL/HR         
      1                  59.525     
 









      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     
K2(I) 
      PHENOL        0.631     0.895     0.895     0.176E-02 0.197E-02 
0.197E-02 
      WATER         0.331E-01 0.453E-01 0.453E-01 0.416E-02 0.919E-01 
0.919E-01 
      DPC           0.322E-01 0.457E-01 0.457E-01 0.347E-08 0.760E-07 
0.760E-07 
      CO            0.304     0.137E-01 0.137E-01 0.994      72.4      
72.4     
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 BLOCK:  S1       MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S3       
   OUTLET STREAMS:        COPURGE     S4       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            552.703         552.703         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            15522.8         15522.8        
0.117182E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.264304E+08   -0.264304E+08     
0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  FRACTION OF FLOW                 STRM=COPURGE  FRAC=         
0.050000    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= COPURGE        SPLIT=          0.050000    KEY=  0    
STREAM-ORDER=   1 
          S4                             0.95000           0                    
2 
 
 BLOCK:  S2       MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S7       
   OUTLET STREAMS:        CATPURGE    S8       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 








       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1.36411         1.36411         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            230.258         230.258       -
0.123434E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       -92755.1        -92755.1         
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 BLOCK:  S2       MODEL: FSPLIT (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  FRACTION OF FLOW                 STRM=CATPURGE FRAC=         
0.0100000   
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= CATPURGE       SPLIT=          0.0100000   KEY=  0    
STREAM-ORDER=   1 
          S8                             0.99000           0                    
2 
 
 BLOCK:  V1       MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S5       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S6       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   NRTL      RENON (NRTL) / IDEAL GAS                    
   DIRTY WATER OPTION SET: SYSOP12   ASME STEAM TABLE                           
   SOLUBLE WATER OPTION:  THE MAIN PROPERTY OPTION SET (NRTL    ). 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        
RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1316.60         1316.60         
0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            125431.         125431.         
0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.931508E+08   -0.931508E+08     
0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            









                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                          0.14504     
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
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 BLOCK:  V1       MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
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 CATPURGE COPURGE F3TOPS FEED FINALDPC            
 ------------------------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               CATPURGE   COPURGE    F3TOPS     FEED       
FINALDPC 
 FROM :                  S2         S1         F3         ----       
C3       
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       R1         -
---     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     MIXED      VAPOR      MIXED      
LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   PHENOL              4.0369-03  4.8670-02     0.3248   122.2196     
2.6662 
   WATER               1.0552-06     0.1149     1.4295     0.0     
9.4323-26 
   DPC                 5.9580-03  9.5836-08     0.0        0.0       
59.5188 
   CO                  1.1733-09    27.4716    17.9620   105.1280     
0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0       29.7624     
0.0    
   PALLA-01            3.6451-03     0.0        0.0     3.6451-03     
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.2959  1.7612-03  1.6474-02     0.4754  
4.2875-02 
   WATER               7.7352-05  4.1581-03  7.2502-02     0.0     
1.5168-27 
   DPC                    0.4368  3.4679-09     0.0        0.0        
0.9571 
   CO                  8.6014-08     0.9941     0.9110     0.4089     
0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.1158     
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.2672     0.0        0.0     1.4177-05     
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   PHENOL                 0.3799     4.5805    30.5680  1.1502+04   
250.9246 
   WATER               1.9009-05     2.0701    25.7524     0.0     
1.6993-24 









   CO                  3.2865-08   769.4895   503.1229  2944.6783     
0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0      952.3613     
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.6464     0.0        0.0        0.6464     
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.1650  5.9017-03  5.4640-02     0.7469  
1.9301-02 
   WATER               8.2555-06  2.6672-03  4.6032-02     0.0     
1.3071-28 
   DPC                    0.5543  2.6450-08     0.0        0.0        
0.9807 
   CO                  1.4273-08     0.9914     0.8993     0.1912     
0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0     6.1841-02     
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.2807     0.0        0.0     4.1972-05     
0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            1.3641-02    27.6351    19.7163   257.1137    
62.1850 
   LB/HR                  2.3026   776.1402   559.4433  1.5400+04  
1.3000+04 
   CUFT/HR             3.3358-02  1093.4709  2.3489+05  6433.0363   
175.8757 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             248.0001    77.0000    77.0000   176.0000   
212.0000 
   PRES   PSIA            0.1450   145.0377     0.4834   145.0377    
14.5000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.9964     1.0000     0.5171     
0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000  3.6047-03     0.0        0.4829     
1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -6.7997+04 -4.7820+04 -5.1511+04 -4.8519+04 -
1.9104+05 
   BTU/LB              -402.8307 -1702.6821 -1815.4007  -810.0503  -
913.7846 
   BTU/HR              -927.5508 -1.3215+06 -1.0156+06 -1.2475+07 -
1.1880+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -59.2752    16.4662    25.2794   -28.2422  -
286.5664 
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 CATPURGE COPURGE F3TOPS FEED FINALDPC (CONTINUED)    
 
 STREAM ID               CATPURGE   COPURGE    F3TOPS     FEED       
FINALDPC 
 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.4089  2.5273-02  8.3938-05  3.9968-02     
0.3536 
   LB/CUFT               69.0274     0.7098  2.3817-03     2.3939    
73.9184 
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 H2O S1 S10 S11 S12                               
 ------------------ 
 
 STREAM ID               H2O        S1         S10        S11        
S12      
 FROM :                  D2         R1         F2         COM1       
D1       
 TO   :                  ----       F1         COM1       D1         
C2       
 
 
 MAX CONV. ERROR:         0.0     9.2824-05     0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      MIXED      VAPOR      VAPOR      
VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   PHENOL                 0.1218  1179.4417  1178.0646  1178.0646  
1175.3984 
   WATER                 57.9790    61.8753    59.5770    59.5770    
59.5770 
   DPC                    0.0       60.1146    59.5188    59.5188  
1.1434-15 
   CO                     0.1170   567.5103    18.0790    18.0790    
18.0790 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.3645     0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   PHENOL              2.0925-03     0.6310     0.8957     0.8957     
0.9380 
   WATER                  0.9959  3.3101-02  4.5297-02  4.5297-02  
4.7545-02 
   DPC                    0.0     3.2159-02  4.5253-02  4.5253-02  
9.1246-19 
   CO                  2.0093-03     0.3036  1.3746-02  1.3746-02  
1.4428-02 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0     1.9500-04     0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   PHENOL                11.4651  1.1100+05  1.1087+05  1.1087+05  
1.1062+05 









   DPC                    0.0     1.2877+04  1.2750+04  1.2750+04  
2.4492-13 
   CO                     3.2766  1.5896+04   506.3994   506.3994   
506.3994 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0       64.6373     0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   PHENOL              1.0824-02     0.7875     0.8855     0.8855     
0.9859 
   WATER                  0.9861  7.9083-03  8.5726-03  8.5726-03  
9.5659-03 
   DPC                    0.0     9.1357-02     0.1018     0.1018  
2.1829-18 
   CO                  3.0933-03     0.1128  4.0447-03  4.0447-03  
4.5134-03 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0     4.5857-04     0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR              58.2178  1869.3064  1315.2394  1315.2394  
1253.0544 
   LB/HR               1059.2491  1.4095+05  1.2520+05  1.2520+05  
1.1220+05 
   CUFT/HR             2.8909+04  2.7947+04  6.8867+07  8.2482+06  
1.8098+07 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             211.4477   176.0000   248.0000   387.9066   
190.9497 
   PRES   PSIA           14.5038   145.0377     0.1450     1.4504     
0.4834 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.2957     1.0000     1.0000     
1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.7043     0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -1.0263+05 -6.3743+04 -4.5382+04 -4.0563+04 -
4.1522+04 
   BTU/LB             -5640.5223  -845.3484  -476.7387  -426.1217  -
463.7144 
   BTU/HR             -5.9747+06 -1.1915+08 -5.9688+07 -5.3351+07 -
5.2029+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R           -8.7175   -51.9991   -40.5357   -38.9081   -
35.7750 
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 H2O S1 S10 S11 S12 (CONTINUED)                       
 
 STREAM ID               H2O        S1         S10        S11        
S12      
 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT          2.0138-03  6.6888-02  1.9098-05  1.5946-04  
6.9237-05 
   LB/CUFT             3.6641-02     5.0436  1.8180-03  1.5179-02  
6.1996-03 
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 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17                              
 ------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S13        S14        S15        S16        
S17      
 FROM :                  C2         F3         P2         D2         
P3       
 TO   :                  F3         P2         D2         P3         
C4       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     
LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   PHENOL              1175.3984  1175.0736  1175.0736  1174.9518  
1174.9518 
   WATER                 59.5770    58.1476    58.1476     0.1686     
0.1686 
   DPC                 1.1434-15     0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   CO                    18.0790     0.1170     0.1170  3.2232-11  
3.2232-11 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.9380     0.9528     0.9528     0.9999     
0.9999 
   WATER               4.7545-02  4.7146-02  4.7146-02  1.4347-04  
1.4347-04 
   DPC                 9.1246-19     0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   CO                  1.4428-02  9.4845-05  9.4845-05  2.7428-14  
2.7428-14 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   PHENOL              1.1062+05  1.1059+05  1.1059+05  1.1058+05  
1.1058+05 
   WATER               1073.2969  1047.5446  1047.5446     3.0372     
3.0372 
   DPC                 2.4492-13     0.0        0.0        0.0        








   CO                   506.3994     3.2766     3.2766  9.0282-10  
9.0282-10 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.9859     0.9906     0.9906     1.0000     
1.0000 
   WATER               9.5659-03  9.3832-03  9.3832-03  2.7466-05  
2.7466-05 
   DPC                 2.1829-18     0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   CO                  4.5134-03  2.9349-05  2.9349-05  8.1643-15  
8.1643-15 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            1253.0544  1233.3382  1233.3382  1175.1204  
1175.1204 
   LB/HR               1.1220+05  1.1164+05  1.1164+05  1.1058+05  
1.1058+05 
   CUFT/HR             2.3654+05  1645.2789  1645.4256  1924.8767  
1926.1905 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              77.0000    77.0000    77.2014   379.6558   
380.7029 
   PRES   PSIA            0.4834     0.4834    20.3053    19.8504   
145.0377 
   VFRAC               1.5735-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.9843     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -6.8630+04 -6.8904+04 -6.8896+04 -5.1655+04 -
5.1595+04 
   BTU/LB              -766.4665  -761.2101  -761.1233  -548.9220  -
548.2918 
   BTU/HR             -8.5998+07 -8.4982+07 -8.4972+07 -6.0701+07 -
6.0631+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -78.3855   -80.0427   -80.0282   -61.3250   -
61.2550 
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 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 (CONTINUED)                      
 
 STREAM ID               S13        S14        S15        S16        
S17      
 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT          5.2975-03     0.7496     0.7496     0.6105     
0.6101 
   LB/CUFT                0.4743    67.8551    67.8491    57.4485    
57.4093 
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 S18 S19 S2 S20 S3                                
 ----------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S18        S19        S2         S20        
S3       
 FROM :                  C4         D1         F1         P4         
C1       
 TO   :                  R1         P4         C1         C3         
S1       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      LIQUID     
MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   PHENOL              1174.9518     2.6662     0.9734     2.6662     
0.9734 
   WATER                  0.1686  9.4323-26     2.2982  9.4323-26     
2.2982 
   DPC                    0.0       59.5188  1.9167-06    59.5188  
1.9167-06 
   CO                  3.2232-11     0.0      549.4313     0.0      
549.4313 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.9999  4.2875-02  1.7612-03  4.2875-02  
1.7612-03 
   WATER               1.4347-04  1.5168-27  4.1581-03  1.5168-27  
4.1581-03 
   DPC                    0.0        0.9571  3.4679-09     0.9571  
3.4679-09 
   CO                  2.7428-14     0.0        0.9941     0.0        
0.9941 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   PHENOL              1.1058+05   250.9246    91.6104   250.9246    
91.6104 
   WATER                  3.0372  1.6993-24    41.4022  1.6993-24    
41.4022 









   CO                  9.0282-10     0.0     1.5390+04     0.0     
1.5390+04 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   PHENOL                 1.0000  1.9301-02  5.9017-03  1.9301-02  
5.9017-03 
   WATER               2.7466-05  1.3071-28  2.6672-03  1.3071-28  
2.6672-03 
   DPC                    0.0        0.9807  2.6450-08     0.9807  
2.6450-08 
   CO                  8.1643-15     0.0        0.9914     0.0        
0.9914 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            1175.1204    62.1850   552.7029    62.1850   
552.7029 
   LB/HR               1.1058+05  1.3000+04  1.5523+04  1.3000+04  
1.5523+04 
   CUFT/HR             1732.6440   193.0912  2.5996+04   193.1255  
2.1869+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             194.0000   401.3933   176.0000   401.7180    
77.0000 
   PRES   PSIA          145.0377     1.0124   145.0377    19.5000   
145.0377 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.0        
0.9964 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.0        1.0000  
3.6047-03 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -6.1178+04 -1.7353+05 -4.7050+04 -1.7350+05 -
4.7820+04 
   BTU/LB              -650.1238  -830.0401 -1675.2428  -829.8845 -
1702.6821 
   BTU/HR             -7.1892+07 -1.0791+07 -2.6004+07 -1.0789+07 -
2.6430+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -74.0244  -263.6229    17.7838  -263.5852    
16.4662 
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 S18 S19 S2 S20 S3 (CONTINUED)                        
 
 STREAM ID               S18        S19        S2         S20        
S3       
 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.6782     0.3220  2.1261-02     0.3220  
2.5273-02 
   LB/CUFT               63.8223    67.3280     0.5971    67.3161     
0.7098 
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 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S4         S5         S6         S7         
S8       
 FROM :                  S1         F1         V1         F2         
S2       
 TO   :                  R1         V1         F2         S2         
P1       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      LIQUID     MIXED      LIQUID     
LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   PHENOL                 0.9247  1178.4683  1178.4683     0.4037     
0.3996 
   WATER                  2.1833    59.5771    59.5771  1.0552-04  
1.0446-04 
   DPC                 1.8209-06    60.1146    60.1146     0.5958     
0.5898 
   CO                   521.9597    18.0790    18.0790  1.1733-07  
1.1616-07 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0        0.3645     0.3645     0.3645     
0.3609 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   PHENOL              1.7612-03     0.8951     0.8951     0.2959     
0.2959 
   WATER               4.1581-03  4.5251-02  4.5251-02  7.7352-05  
7.7352-05 
   DPC                 3.4679-09  4.5659-02  4.5659-02     0.4368     
0.4368 
   CO                     0.9941  1.3732-02  1.3732-02  8.6014-08  
8.6014-08 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0     2.7686-04  2.7686-04     0.2672     
0.2672 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   PHENOL                87.0298  1.1091+05  1.1091+05    37.9921    
37.6122 
   WATER                 39.3321  1073.2988  1073.2988  1.9009-03  
1.8819-03 









   CO                  1.4620+04   506.3994   506.3994  3.2865-06  
3.2537-06 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0       64.6373    64.6373    64.6373    
63.9909 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   PHENOL              5.9017-03     0.8842     0.8842     0.1650     
0.1650 
   WATER               2.6672-03  8.5569-03  8.5569-03  8.2555-06  
8.2555-06 
   DPC                 2.6450-08     0.1027     0.1027     0.5543     
0.5543 
   CO                     0.9914  4.0373-03  4.0373-03  1.4273-08  
1.4273-08 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.0     5.1532-04  5.1532-04     0.2807     
0.2807 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR             525.0677  1316.6036  1316.6036     1.3641     
1.3505 
   LB/HR               1.4747+04  1.2543+05  1.2543+05   230.2582   
227.9556 
   CUFT/HR             2.0776+04  1949.2275  5.5936+06     3.3358     
3.3024 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              77.0000   176.0000   134.6026   248.0000   
248.0001 
   PRES   PSIA          145.0377   145.0377     0.1450     0.1450     
0.1450 
   VFRAC                  0.9964     0.0     9.6591-02     0.0        
0.0    
   LFRAC               3.6047-03     1.0000     0.9034     1.0000     
1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        
0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -4.7820+04 -7.0751+04 -7.0751+04 -6.7997+04 -
6.7997+04 
   BTU/LB             -1702.6821  -742.6476  -742.6476  -402.8307  -
402.8307 
   BTU/HR             -2.5109+07 -9.3151+07 -9.3151+07 -9.2755+04 -
9.1828+04 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R           16.4662   -81.2950   -80.8859   -59.2752   -
59.2752 
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 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               S4         S5         S6         S7         
S8       
 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT          2.5273-02     0.6754  2.3538-04     0.4089     
0.4089 
   LB/CUFT                0.7098    64.3489  2.2424-02    69.0274    
69.0274 
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 S9                                               
 -- 
 
 STREAM ID               S9       
 FROM :                  P1       
 TO   :                  R1       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   PHENOL                 0.3996 
   WATER               1.0446-04 
   DPC                    0.5898 
   CO                  1.1616-07 
   O2                     0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.3609 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.2959 
   WATER               7.7352-05 
   DPC                    0.4368 
   CO                  8.6014-08 
   O2                     0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.2672 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   PHENOL                37.6122 
   WATER               1.8819-03 
   DPC                  126.3506 
   CO                  3.2537-06 
   O2                     0.0    
   PALLA-01              63.9909 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   PHENOL                 0.1650 
   WATER               8.2555-06 
   DPC                    0.5543 
   CO                  1.4273-08 
   O2                     0.0    
   PALLA-01               0.2807 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR               1.3505 
   LB/HR                227.9556 
   CUFT/HR                3.3112 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             252.7765 
   PRES   PSIA          203.0528 
   VFRAC                  0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000 








 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -6.7686+04 
   BTU/LB              -400.9909 
   BTU/HR             -9.1408+04 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -58.8333 
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 S9 (CONTINUED)                                       
 
 STREAM ID               S9       
 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.4079 
   LB/CUFT               68.8444 
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                      *** PHASE ENVELOPE RESULTS  *** 
 
                          LIQUID MOLE FRACTION 
 
               PHENOL          WATER           DPC      
 
      1       0.0000          0.13280          0.86720     
      2      0.12499          0.24461          0.63040     
      3      0.18533          0.29522          0.51945     
      4      0.24179          0.33732          0.42089     
      5      0.29483          0.37444          0.33073     
      6      0.34209          0.41040          0.24751     
      7      0.37817          0.45090          0.17093     
      8      0.39210          0.50550          0.10240     
      9      0.36174          0.59275          0.45506E-01 
     10      0.35108          0.61044          0.38485E-01 
     11      0.33593          0.63316          0.30910E-01 
     12      0.30915          0.66929          0.21560E-01 
     13      0.24404          0.74666          0.92939E-02 
     14      0.21025          0.78382          0.59347E-02 
     15      0.18827          0.80734          0.43890E-02 
     16      0.17097          0.82559          0.34375E-02 
     17      0.88259E-01      0.91076          0.98180E-03 
     18      0.45948E-01      0.95353          0.51733E-03 
     19      0.24205E-01      0.97539          0.40755E-03 
     20      0.12850E-01      0.98675          0.39824E-03 
     21      0.68123E-02      0.99276          0.42622E-03 
     22      0.35412E-02      0.99599          0.46661E-03 
     23      0.17017E-02      0.99779          0.50710E-03 
     24       0.0000          0.99944          0.56497E-03 
 
 
                              *** TIELINE RESULTS  *** 
 
          LIQUID 1 MOLE FRACTION                    LIQUID 2 MOLE 
FRACTION 
 
     PHENOL       WATER        DPC          PHENOL       WATER        
DPC      
 
 1    0.000       0.9994       0.5650E-03|   0.000       0.1328       








 2   0.1251       0.2447       0.6301    |  0.1705E-02   0.9978       
0.5070E-03 
 3   0.2404       0.3364       0.4232    |  0.6707E-02   0.9929       
0.4271E-03 
 4   0.3485       0.4161       0.2354    |  0.2667E-01   0.9729       
0.4151E-03 




                        *** VAPOR POINT RESULTS  *** 
 
                          VAPOR MOLE FRACTION 
 
               PHENOL          WATER           DPC      
 
      1       0.0000          0.99759          0.24061E-02 
      2      0.79473E-03      0.99725          0.19516E-02 
      3      0.30470E-02      0.99573          0.12207E-02 
      4      0.10770E-01      0.98884          0.39263E-03 
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 TERDIAGRAM  CURVE TABLE:TERDI-1 (CONTINUED)          
 
 
                        *** AZEOTROPE RESULTS  *** 
 
               AZEOTROPE MOLE FRACTION        |  TEMPERATURE      
PHASE 
 
          PHENOL       WATER        DPC       |     F                
 
      1   0.2205        0.000       0.7795    |   845.0           1     
STABLE   
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 *                                                                          
* 
 * Calculations were completed with warnings                                
* 
 *                                                                          
* 
 * All Unit Operation blocks were completed normally                        
* 
 *                                                                          
* 
 * All streams were flashed normally                                        
* 
 *                                                                          
* 
 * The following Convergence blocks were                                    
* 
 * completed with warnings:                                                 
* 
 *   $OLVER01                                                               
* 
 *                                                                          
* 
 * All Property Tables were completed normally                              
* 
 *                                                                          
* 
 * Properties estimation was completed normally                             
* 
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Material Safety Data Sheet
Phenol MSDS
Section 1: Chemical Product and Company Identification
Product Name: Phenol
Catalog Codes: SLP4453, SLP5251
CAS#: 108-95-2
RTECS: SJ3325000
TSCA: TSCA 8(b) inventory: Phenol
CI#: Not available.
Synonym:   Monohydroxybenzene; Benzenol; Phenyl
hyroxide; Phenylic acid









CHEMTREC (24HR Emergency Telephone), call:
1-800-424-9300
International CHEMTREC, call: 1-703-527-3887
For non-emergency assistance, call: 1-281-441-4400
Section 2: Composition and Information on Ingredients
Composition:
Name CAS # % by Weight
Phenol 108-95-2 100
Toxicological Data on Ingredients: Phenol: ORAL (LD50): Acute: 317 mg/kg [Rat]. 270 mg/kg [Mouse]. DERMAL (LD50):
Acute: 630 mg/kg [Rabbit]. 669 mg/kg [Rat].
Section 3: Hazards Identification
Potential Acute Health Effects:
Very hazardous in case of skin contact (corrosive, irritant), of eye contact (irritant), of ingestion, of inhalation. Hazardous in
case of skin contact (sensitizer, permeator). The amount of tissue damage depends on length of contact. Eye contact can
result in corneal damage or blindness. Skin contact can produce inflammation and blistering. Inhalation of dust will produce
irritation to gastro-intestinal or respiratory tract, characterized by burning, sneezing and coughing. Severe over-exposure can
produce lung damage, choking, unconsciousness or death. Inflammation of the eye is characterized by redness, watering, and
itching. Skin inflammation is characterized by itching, scaling, reddening, or, occasionally, blistering.
Potential Chronic Health Effects:
CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS: A4 (Not classifiable for human or animal.) by ACGIH, 3 (Not classifiable for human.) by IARC.
MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: Mutagenic for mammalian somatic cells. Mutagenic for bacteria and/or yeast. TERATOGENIC
EFFECTS: Not available. DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY: Not available. The substance may be toxic to kidneys, liver, central
nervous system (CNS). Repeated or prolonged exposure to the substance can produce target organs damage. Repeated
p. 2
exposure of the eyes to a low level of dust can produce eye irritation. Repeated skin exposure can produce local skin
destruction, or dermatitis. Repeated inhalation of dust can produce varying degree of respiratory irritation or lung damage.
Repeated exposure to a highly toxic material may produce general deterioration of health by an accumulation in one or many
human organs.
Section 4: First Aid Measures
Eye Contact:
Check for and remove any contact lenses. In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15
minutes. Cold water may be used. Get medical attention immediately.
Skin Contact:
In case of contact, immediately flush skin with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes while removing contaminated clothing
and shoes. Cover the irritated skin with an emollient. Cold water may be used.Wash clothing before reuse. Thoroughly clean
shoes before reuse. Get medical attention immediately.
Serious Skin Contact:
Wash with a disinfectant soap and cover the contaminated skin with an anti-bacterial cream. Seek immediate medical
attention.
Inhalation:
If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Get medical
attention immediately.
Serious Inhalation:
Evacuate the victim to a safe area as soon as possible. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband. If
breathing is difficult, administer oxygen. If the victim is not breathing, perform mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. WARNING: It may
be hazardous to the person providing aid to give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation when the inhaled material is toxic, infectious or
corrosive. Seek immediate medical attention.
Ingestion:
Do NOT induce vomiting unless directed to do so by medical personnel. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious
person. If large quantities of this material are swallowed, call a physician immediately. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar,
tie, belt or waistband.
Serious Ingestion: Not available.
Section 5: Fire and Explosion Data
Flammability of the Product: May be combustible at high temperature.
Auto-Ignition Temperature: 715°C (1319°F)
Flash Points: CLOSED CUP: 79°C (174.2°F). OPEN CUP: 85°C (185°F).
Flammable Limits: LOWER: 1.7% UPPER: 8.6%
Products of Combustion: These products are carbon oxides (CO, CO2).
Fire Hazards in Presence of Various Substances:
Flammable in presence of open flames and sparks, of heat. Non-flammable in presence of shocks.
Explosion Hazards in Presence of Various Substances:
Risks of explosion of the product in presence of mechanical impact: Not available. Risks of explosion of the product in
presence of static discharge: Not available.
Fire Fighting Media and Instructions:
SMALL FIRE: Use DRY chemical powder. LARGE FIRE: Use water spray, fog or foam. Do not use water jet.
Special Remarks on Fire Hazards:
Phenol + nitrides results in heat and flammable gas generation. Phenol + mineral oxdizing acids results in fire. Phenol +
calcium hypochlorite is an exothermic reaction producing toxic fumes which may ignite.
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Special Remarks on Explosion Hazards:
Phenol + sodium nitrite causes explosion on heating. Peroxydisulfuric acid + phenol causes explosion.
Section 6: Accidental Release Measures
Small Spill: Use appropriate tools to put the spilled solid in a convenient waste disposal container.
Large Spill:
Corrosive solid. Stop leak if without risk. Do not get water inside container. Do not touch spilled material. Use water spray to
reduce vapors. Prevent entry into sewers, basements or confined areas; dike if needed. Eliminate all ignition sources. Call
for assistance on disposal. Be careful that the product is not present at a concentration level above TLV. Check TLV on the
MSDS and with local authorities.
Section 7: Handling and Storage
Precautions:
Keep locked up.. Keep container dry. Keep away from heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Empty containers pose a
fire risk, evaporate the residue under a fume hood. Ground all equipment containing material. Do not ingest. Do not breathe
dust. Never add water to this product. In case of insufficient ventilation, wear suitable respiratory equipment. If ingested,
seek medical advice immediately and show the container or the label. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Keep away from
incompatibles such as oxidizing agents, acids.
Storage:
Air Sensitive. Sensitive to light. Store in light-resistant containers. Moisture sensitive. Keep container tightly closed. Keep
container in a cool, well-ventilated area.
Section 8: Exposure Controls/Personal Protection
Engineering Controls:
Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to keep airborne levels below recommended
exposure limits. If user operations generate dust, fume or mist, use ventilation to keep exposure to airborne contaminants
below the exposure limit.
Personal Protection:
Splash goggles. Synthetic apron. Vapor and dust respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent.
Gloves.
Personal Protection in Case of a Large Spill:
Splash goggles. Full suit. Vapor and dust respirator. Boots. Gloves. A self contained breathing apparatus should be used to
avoid inhalation of the product. Suggested protective clothing might not be sufficient; consult a specialist BEFORE handling
this product.
Exposure Limits:
TWA: 5 (ppm) from ACGIH (TLV) [United States] SKIN TWA: 19 (mg/m3) from ACGIH (TLV) [United States] SKIN TWA: 5
from NIOSH [United States] TWA: 19 (mg/m3) from NIOSH [United States] TWA: 5 (ppm) from OSHA (PEL) [United States]
TWA: 19 (mg/m3) from OSHA (PEL) [United States] TWA: 5 (ppm) [Canada] TWA: 19 (mg/m3) [Canada]Consult local
authorities for acceptable exposure limits.
Section 9: Physical and Chemical Properties
Physical state and appearance: Solid.
Odor:
Distinct, aromatic, somewhat sickening sweet and acrid
Taste: Burning.
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Molecular Weight: 94.11 g/mole
Color: Colorless to light pink
pH (1% soln/water): Not available.
Boiling Point: 182°C (359.6°F)
Melting Point: 42°C (107.6°F)
Critical Temperature: 694.2 (1281.6°F)
Specific Gravity: 1.057 (Water = 1)
Vapor Pressure: Not applicable.
Vapor Density: 3.24 (Air = 1)
Volatility: Not available.
Odor Threshold: 0.048 ppm
Water/Oil Dist. Coeff.: The product is more soluble in oil; log(oil/water) = 1.5
Ionicity (in Water): Not available.
Dispersion Properties: See solubility in water, methanol, diethyl ether, acetone.
Solubility:
Easily soluble in methanol, diethyl ether. Soluble in cold water, acetone. Solubility in water: 1g/15 ml water. Soluble in
benzene. Very soluble in alcohol, chloroform, glycerol, petroleum, carbon disulfide, volatile and fixed oils, aqueous alkali
hydroxides, carbon tetrachloride, acetic acid, liquid sulfur dioxide. Almost insoluble in petroleum ether. Miscible in acetone.
Sparingly soluble in mineral oil.
Section 10: Stability and Reactivity Data
Stability: The product is stable.
Instability Temperature: Not available.
Conditions of Instability: Heat, ignition sources (flames, sparks), light, incompatible materials
Incompatibility with various substances: Reactive with oxidizing agents, metals, acids, alkalis.
Corrosivity:
Extremely corrosive in presence of copper. Slightly corrosive in presence of stainless steel(304), of stainless steel(316). Non-
corrosive in presence of glass, of aluminum.
Special Remarks on Reactivity:
Air and light sensitive. Prone to redden on exposure to light and air. Incompatible with aluminum chloride, peroxydisulfuirc
acid, acetaldehyde, sodium nitrite, boron trifluoride diethyl ether + 1,3-butadiene, isocyanates, nitrides, mineral oxidizing acids,
calcium hypochlorite, halogens, formaldehyde, metals and alloys, lead, zinc, magnesium and their alloys, plastics, rubber,
coatings, sodium nitrate + trifluoroacetic acid. Phenol + isocyanates results in heat generation, and violent polymerization.
Phenol + 1,3-butadiene and boron trifluoride diethyl ether complex results in intense exothermic reaction. Phenol +
acetaldehyde resultes in violent condensation.
Special Remarks on Corrosivity:
Minor corrosive effect on bronze. Severe corrosive effect on brass.
Polymerization: Will not occur.
Section 11: Toxicological Information
Routes of Entry: Absorbed through skin. Dermal contact. Eye contact. Inhalation. Ingestion.
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Toxicity to Animals:
Acute oral toxicity (LD50): 270 mg/kg [Mouse]. Acute dermal toxicity (LD50): 630 mg/kg [Rabbit].
Chronic Effects on Humans:
CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS: A4 (Not classifiable for human or animal.) by ACGIH, 3 (Not classifiable for human.) by IARC.
MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: Mutagenic for mammalian somatic cells. Mutagenic for bacteria and/or yeast. May cause damage to
the following organs: kidneys, liver, central nervous system (CNS).
Other Toxic Effects on Humans:
Very hazardous in case of skin contact (corrosive, irritant), of ingestion, . Hazardous in case of skin contact (sensitizer,
permeator), of eye contact (corrosive), of inhalation (lung corrosive).
Special Remarks on Toxicity to Animals:
Lowest Published Lethal Dose: LDL [Human] - Route: Oral; Dose: 140 mg/kg LDL [Infant] - Route: Oral; Dose: 10,000 mg/kg
Special Remarks on Chronic Effects on Humans:
Animal: passes through the placental barrier. May cause adverse reproductive effects and birth defects (teratogenic)
Embryotoxic and/or foetotoxic in animal. May affect genetic material (mutagenic).
Special Remarks on other Toxic Effects on Humans:
Section 12: Ecological Information
Ecotoxicity:
Ecotoxicity in water (LC50): 125 mg/l 24 hours [Fish (Goldfish)]. >50 mg/l 1 hours [Fish (Fathead minnow)]. >50 mg/l 24 hours
[Fish (Fathead minnow)]. >33 mg/l 72 hours [Fish (Fathead minnow)]. >33 ppm 96 hours [Fish (Fathead minnow)].
BOD5 and COD: Not available.
Products of Biodegradation:
Possibly hazardous short term degradation products are not likely. However, long term degradation products may arise.
Toxicity of the Products of Biodegradation: The products of degradation are less toxic than the product itself.
Special Remarks on the Products of Biodegradation: Not available.
Section 13: Disposal Considerations
Waste Disposal:
Waste must be disposed of in accordance with federal, state and local environmental control regulations.
Section 14: Transport Information
DOT Classification: CLASS 6.1: Poisonous material.
Identification: : Phenol, solid UNNA: 1671 PG: II
Special Provisions for Transport: Not available.
Section 15: Other Regulatory Information
Federal and State Regulations:
Connecticut hazardous material survey.: Phenol Illinois toxic substances disclosure to employee act: Phenol Illinois chemical
safety act: Phenol New York release reporting list: Phenol Rhode Island RTK hazardous substances: Phenol Pennsylvania
RTK: Phenol Minnesota: Phenol Massachusetts RTK: Phenol Massachusetts spill list: Phenol New Jersey: Phenol New Jersey
spill list: Phenol Louisiana RTK reporting list: Phenol Louisiana spill reporting: Phenol TSCA 8(b) inventory: Phenol TSCA
4(a) proposed test rules: Phenol TSCA 8(a) IUR: Phenol TSCA 8(d) H and S data reporting: Phenol: effective: 6/1/87; sunset:
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6/01/97 SARA 302/304/311/312 extremely hazardous substances: Phenol SARA 313 toxic chemical notification and release
reporting: Phenol CERCLA: Hazardous substances.: Phenol: 1000 lbs. (453.6 kg)
Other Regulations:
OSHA: Hazardous by definition of Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200). EINECS: This product is on the
European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances.
Other Classifications:
WHMIS (Canada):
CLASS D-1A: Material causing immediate and serious toxic effects (VERY TOXIC). CLASS D-2A: Material causing other toxic
effects (VERY TOXIC). CLASS E: Corrosive solid.
DSCL (EEC):
R24/25- Toxic in contact with skin and if swallowed. R34- Causes burns. R40- Possible risks of irreversible effects. R43-
May cause sensitization by skin contact. R52- Harmful to aquatic organisms. S1/2- Keep locked up and out of the reach of
children. S24- Avoid contact with skin. S26- In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek
medical advice. S28- After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of water S37/39- Wear suitable gloves and eye/face
protection. S45- In case of accident or if you feel unwell, seek medical advice immediately (show the label where possible).
S46- If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this container or label. S56- Dispose of this material and its












Gloves. Synthetic apron. Vapor and dust respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. Wear
appropriate respirator when ventilation is inadequate. Splash goggles.
Section 16: Other Information
References: Not available.
Other Special Considerations: Not available.
Created: 10/10/2005 11:17 AM
Last Updated: 06/09/2012 12:00 PM
The information above is believed to be accurate and represents the best information currently available to us. However, we
make no warranty of merchantability or any other warranty, express or implied, with respect to such information, and we assume
no liability resulting from its use. Users should make their own investigations to determine the suitability of the information for
their particular purposes. In no event shall ScienceLab.com be liable for any claims, losses, or damages of any third party or for
lost profits or any special, indirect, incidental, consequential or exemplary damages, howsoever arising, even if ScienceLab.com
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                            SIGMA-ALDRICH
                     MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
                                              Date Printed: 03/03/2004
                                              Date Updated: 09/02/2002
                                                         Version  1.1
Section 1 - Product and Company Information
Product Name                       DIPHENYL CARBONATE, 99%
Product Number                     D206539
Brand                              ALDRICH
Company                            Sigma-Aldrich
Street Address                     3050 Spruce Street
City, State, Zip, Country          SAINT LOUIS MO 63103 US
Technical Phone:                   314 771 5765
Emergency Phone:                   414 273 3850 Ext. 5996
Fax:                               800 325 5052
Section 2 - Composition/Information on Ingredient
Substance Name                          CAS #                 SARA 313
DIPHENYL CARBONATE                      102-09-0              No
Formula         C13H10O3
Synonyms        Diphenyl carbonate * Phenyl carbonate * Phenyl
                carbonate ((PhO)2CO)
RTECS Number:   FG0500000
Section 3 - Hazards Identification
EMERGENCY OVERVIEW
   Harmful.
   Harmful in contact with skin and if swallowed.
   Possible sensitizer.
For additional information on toxicity, please refer to Section 11.
Section 4 - First Aid Measures
ORAL EXPOSURE
   If swallowed, wash out mouth with water provided person is
   conscious. Call a physician.
INHALATION EXPOSURE
   If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing give
   artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.
Section 5 - Fire Fighting Measures
FLASH POINT
   334.4 °F   168 °C   Method: closed cup
AUTOIGNITION TEMP
   N/A
FLAMMABILITY
   N/A
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
   Suitable: Water spray. Carbon dioxide, dry chemical powder, or
   appropriate foam.
FIREFIGHTING
   Protective Equipment: Wear self-contained breathing apparatus
   and protective clothing to prevent contact with skin and eyes.
   Specific Hazard(s): Emits toxic fumes under fire conditions.
Section 6 - Accidental Release Measures
PROCEDURE(S) OF PERSONAL PRECAUTION(S)
   Wear respirator, chemical safety goggles, rubber boots, and
   heavy rubber gloves.
METHODS FOR CLEANING UP
   Sweep up, place in a bag and hold for waste disposal. Avoid
   raising dust. Ventilate area and wash spill site after material
   pickup is complete.
Section 7 - Handling and Storage
HANDLING
   User Exposure: Do not breathe dust. Do not get in eyes, on skin,
   on clothing. Avoid prolonged or repeated exposure.
STORAGE
   Suitable: Keep tightly closed. Store in a cool dry place.
Section 8 - Exposure Controls / PPE
ENGINEERING CONTROLS
   Safety shower and eye bath. Use only in a chemical fume hood.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
   Other: Wear appropriate government approved respirator,
   chemical-resistant gloves, safety goggles, other protective
   clothing.
GENERAL HYGIENE MEASURES
   Wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Wash thoroughly after
   handling.
Section 9 - Physical/Chemical Properties
Appearance              Color: White
                        Form: Fine plates
Property                Value               At Temperature or Pressure
Molecular Weight        214.22 AMU
pH                      N/A
BP/BP Range             301 - 302 °C        760 mmHg
MP/MP Range             79 °C
Freezing Point          N/A
Vapor Pressure          N/A
Vapor Density           N/A
Saturated Vapor Conc.   N/A
Bulk Density            N/A
Odor Threshold          N/A
Volatile%               N/A
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VOC Content             N/A
Water Content           N/A
Solvent Content         N/A
Evaporation Rate        N/A
Viscosity               N/A
Surface Tension         N/A
Partition Coefficient   N/A
Decomposition Temp.     N/A
Flash Point             334.4 °F 168 °C     Method: closed cup
Explosion Limits        N/A
Flammability            N/A
Autoignition Temp       N/A
Refractive Index        N/A
Optical Rotation        N/A
Miscellaneous Data      N/A
Solubility              N/A
N/A = not available
Section 10 - Stability and Reactivity
STABILITY
   Stable: Stable.
   Materials to Avoid: Strong oxidizing agents.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS
   Hazardous Decomposition Products: Carbon monoxide, Carbon dioxide.
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION
   Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur
Section 11 - Toxicological Information
ROUTE OF EXPOSURE
   Skin Contact: May cause skin irritation.
   Eye Contact: May cause eye irritation.
   Inhalation: Material may be irritating to mucous membranes and
   upper respiratory tract. May be harmful if inhaled.
   Multiple Routes: Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin.
SENSITIZATION
   Sensitization: Prolonged or repeated exposure may cause allergic
   reactions in certain sensitive individuals.
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE
   Prolonged exposure can cause: Lung irritation. Dermatitis. To
   the best of our knowledge, the chemical, physical, and
   toxicological properties have not been thoroughly investigated.
TOXICITY DATA
   Oral
   Rat
   1500 mg/kg
   LD50
   Remarks: Behavioral:Convulsions or effect on seizure threshold.
CHRONIC EXPOSURE - CARCINOGEN
   Species: Mouse Mouse
   Route of Application: Oral Oral
   Dose: 28 GM/KG 28 GM/KG
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   Exposure Time: 78W 78W
   Frequency: I I
   Result: Tumorigenic:Equivocal tumorigenic agent by RTECS
   criteria. Lungs, Thorax, or Respiration:Tumors. Liver:Tumors.
   Tumorigenic:Equivocal tumorigenic agent by RTECS criteria.
   Lungs, Thorax, or Respiration:Tumors. Liver:Tumors.
   Species: Mouse Mouse
   Route of Application: Subcutaneous Subcutaneous
   Dose: 1000 MG/KG 1000 MG/KG
   Result: Tumorigenic:Neoplastic by RTECS criteria. Liver:Tumors.
   Tumorigenic:Neoplastic by RTECS criteria. Liver:Tumors.
Section 12 - Ecological Information
No data available.
Section 13 - Disposal Considerations
APPROPRIATE METHOD OF DISPOSAL OF SUBSTANCE OR PREPARATION
   Dissolve or mix the material with a combustible solvent and burn
   in a chemical incinerator equipped with an afterburner and
   scrubber. Observe all federal, state, and local environmental
   regulations.
Section 14 - Transport Information
DOT
   Proper Shipping Name: None
   Non-Hazardous for Transport: This substance is
   considered to be non-hazardous for transport.
IATA
   Non-Hazardous for Air Transport: Non-hazardous for air
   transport.
Section 15 - Regulatory Information
EU ADDITIONAL CLASSIFICATION
   Symbol of Danger: Xn
   Indication of Danger: Harmful.
   R: 22
   Risk Statements: Harmful if swallowed.
   S: 22 24/25
   Safety Statements: Do not breathe dust. Avoid contact with skin
   and eyes.
US CLASSIFICATION AND LABEL TEXT
   Indication of Danger: Harmful.
   Risk Statements: Harmful in contact with skin and if swallowed.
   Safety Statements: Wear suitable protective clothing.
   US Statements: Possible sensitizer.
UNITED STATES REGULATORY INFORMATION
   SARA LISTED: No
   TSCA INVENTORY ITEM: Yes Yes
CANADA REGULATORY INFORMATION
   WHMIS Classification: This product has been classified in
   accordance with the hazard criteria of the CPR, and the MSDS
   contains all the information required by the CPR.
   DSL: Yes
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   NDSL: No
Section 16 - Other Information
DISCLAIMER
   For R&D use only. Not for drug, household or other uses.
WARRANTY
   The above information is believed to be correct but does not
   purport to be all inclusive and shall be used only as a guide. The
   information in this document is based on the present state of our
   knowledge and is applicable to the product with regard to
   appropriate safety precautions. It does not represent any
   guarantee of the properties of the product. Sigma-Aldrich Inc.,
   shall not be held liable for any damage resulting from handling or
   from contact with the above product. See reverse side of invoice
   or packing slip for additional terms and conditions of sale.
   Copyright 2004 Sigma-Aldrich Co. License granted to make unlimited
   paper copies for internal use only.
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Material Safety Data Sheet
Palladium chloride MSDS
Section 1: Chemical Product and Company Identification




TSCA: TSCA 8(b) inventory: Palladium chloride
CI#: Not available.
Synonym:   Palladium (II) Chloride









CHEMTREC (24HR Emergency Telephone), call:
1-800-424-9300
International CHEMTREC, call: 1-703-527-3887
For non-emergency assistance, call: 1-281-441-4400
Section 2: Composition and Information on Ingredients
Composition:
Name CAS # % by Weight
Palladium chloride 7647-10-1 100
Toxicological Data on Ingredients: Palladium chloride: ORAL (LD50): Acute: 2704 mg/kg [Rat]. &gt;1000 mg/kg [Mouse].
Section 3: Hazards Identification
Potential Acute Health Effects:
Hazardous in case of eye contact (irritant), of ingestion, of inhalation. Slightly hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant,
sensitizer).
Potential Chronic Health Effects:
CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. TERATOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available.
DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY: Not available. Repeated or prolonged exposure is not known to aggravate medical condition.
Section 4: First Aid Measures
Eye Contact:
Check for and remove any contact lenses. In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15
minutes. Cold water may be used. Get medical attention.
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Skin Contact:
Wash with soap and water. Cover the irritated skin with an emollient. Get medical attention if irritation develops. Cold water
may be used.
Serious Skin Contact: Not available.
Inhalation:
If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Get medical
attention.
Serious Inhalation: Not available.
Ingestion:
Do NOT induce vomiting unless directed to do so by medical personnel. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious
person. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband. Get medical attention if symptoms appear.
Serious Ingestion: Not available.
Section 5: Fire and Explosion Data
Flammability of the Product: Non-flammable.
Auto-Ignition Temperature: Not applicable.
Flash Points: Not applicable.
Flammable Limits: Not applicable.
Products of Combustion: Not available.
Fire Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: Not applicable.
Explosion Hazards in Presence of Various Substances:
Risks of explosion of the product in presence of mechanical impact: Not available. Risks of explosion of the product in
presence of static discharge: Not available.
Fire Fighting Media and Instructions: Not applicable.
Special Remarks on Fire Hazards: Not available.
Special Remarks on Explosion Hazards: Not available.
Section 6: Accidental Release Measures
Small Spill:
Use appropriate tools to put the spilled solid in a convenient waste disposal container. Finish cleaning by spreading water on
the contaminated surface and dispose of according to local and regional authority requirements.
Large Spill:
Use a shovel to put the material into a convenient waste disposal container. Finish cleaning by spreading water on the
contaminated surface and allow to evacuate through the sanitary system.
Section 7: Handling and Storage
Precautions:
Do not ingest. Do not breathe dust. Avoid contact with eyes. Wear suitable protective clothing. In case of insufficient
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory equipment. If ingested, seek medical advice immediately and show the container or the
label. Keep away from incompatibles such as metals, acids.
Storage: Keep container tightly closed. Keep container in a cool, well-ventilated area. Do not store above 24°C (75.2°F).
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Section 8: Exposure Controls/Personal Protection
Engineering Controls:
Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to keep airborne levels below recommended
exposure limits. If user operations generate dust, fume or mist, use ventilation to keep exposure to airborne contaminants
below the exposure limit.
Personal Protection:
Splash goggles. Lab coat. Dust respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. Gloves.
Personal Protection in Case of a Large Spill:
Splash goggles. Full suit. Dust respirator. Boots. Gloves. A self contained breathing apparatus should be used to avoid
inhalation of the product. Suggested protective clothing might not be sufficient; consult a specialist BEFORE handling this
product.
Exposure Limits: Not available.
Section 9: Physical and Chemical Properties
Physical state and appearance:
Solid. (Amorphous solid powder or lumps. Deliquescent solid.)
Odor: Not available.
Taste: Not available.
Molecular Weight: 177.3 g/mole
Color: Red-Brown. (Dark.)
pH (1% soln/water): Not available.
Boiling Point: Not available.
Melting Point: 679°C (1254.2°F)
Critical Temperature: Not available.
Specific Gravity: 4 (Water = 1)
Vapor Pressure: Not applicable.
Vapor Density: Not available.
Volatility: Not available.
Odor Threshold: Not available.
Water/Oil Dist. Coeff.: Not available.
Ionicity (in Water): Not available.
Dispersion Properties: See solubility in water, acetone.
Solubility: Soluble in cold water, acetone, hydrobromic acid.
Section 10: Stability and Reactivity Data
Stability: The product is stable.
Instability Temperature: Not available.
Conditions of Instability: Excess heat, moisture, incompatible materials
Incompatibility with various substances: Reactive with metals, acids.
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Corrosivity: Non-corrosive in presence of glass.
Special Remarks on Reactivity:
Incompatible with organic solvents, acids, NH3, Zn, strong oxidizing agents, aluminum, magnesium, nitrates, thiocyanates
Special Remarks on Corrosivity: Not available.
Polymerization: Will not occur.
Section 11: Toxicological Information
Routes of Entry: Inhalation. Ingestion.
Toxicity to Animals: Acute oral toxicity (LD50): >1000 mg/kg [Mouse].
Chronic Effects on Humans: Not available.
Other Toxic Effects on Humans:
Hazardous in case of ingestion, of inhalation. Slightly hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant, sensitizer).
Special Remarks on Toxicity to Animals: Not available.
Special Remarks on Chronic Effects on Humans:
May cause adverse reproductive effects and cancer based on animal data. May affect genetic material
Special Remarks on other Toxic Effects on Humans:
Acute Potential Health Effects: Skin: Causes skin irritation. May affect metabolism if absorbed through skin. Eyes: Causes
eye irritation. May cause chemical conjunctivitis. Ingestion: May cause gastrointestinal tract irritation with nausea, vomiting
and diarrhea. May affect blood, immumological system, and metabolsim Inhalation: Causes respiratory tract and mucous
membrane irritation.
Section 12: Ecological Information
Ecotoxicity: Not available.
BOD5 and COD: Not available.
Products of Biodegradation:
Possibly hazardous short term degradation products are not likely. However, long term degradation products may arise.
Toxicity of the Products of Biodegradation: The product itself and its products of degradation are not toxic.
Special Remarks on the Products of Biodegradation: Not available.
Section 13: Disposal Considerations
Waste Disposal:
Waste must be disposed of in accordance with federal, state and local environmental control regulations.
Section 14: Transport Information
DOT Classification: Not a DOT controlled material (United States).
Identification: Not applicable.
Special Provisions for Transport: Not applicable.
Section 15: Other Regulatory Information
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Federal and State Regulations: TSCA 8(b) inventory: Palladium chloride
Other Regulations: EINECS: This product is on the European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances.
Other Classifications:
WHMIS (Canada): Not controlled under WHMIS (Canada).
DSCL (EEC):
R36- Irritating to eyes. S2- Keep out of the reach of children. S46- If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show












Gloves. Lab coat. Dust respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. Splash goggles.
Section 16: Other Information
References: Not available.
Other Special Considerations: Not available.
Created: 10/10/2005 11:09 AM
Last Updated: 06/09/2012 12:00 PM
The information above is believed to be accurate and represents the best information currently available to us. However, we
make no warranty of merchantability or any other warranty, express or implied, with respect to such information, and we assume
no liability resulting from its use. Users should make their own investigations to determine the suitability of the information for
their particular purposes. In no event shall ScienceLab.com be liable for any claims, losses, or damages of any third party or for
lost profits or any special, indirect, incidental, consequential or exemplary damages, howsoever arising, even if ScienceLab.com
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
